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The incredible story of a Japanese survey marker 
uprooted by Typhoon Talas 

in September 2011
travelling for 6 months 
8000 km (5000 miles) 

across the Pacific Ocean 
being discovered by a boat charter captain 

alongside his dock at Orcas Island, Washington, USA



One evening in early 2013 I was browsing the Internet 
searching for surveying-related stories  

when I discovered a TV news story 
broadcast by KIRO-TV in Seattle, Washington USA

about a charter boat captain 
finding a plastic item

with a Japanese inscription on it
floating alongside his boat dock 

on 31 March 2012 





THE STORY
 

Much damage resulted from the typhoon that struck western 
Japan (Typhoon Talas) in early September 2011.  In addition to 
great property damage and many deaths a small casualty of the 
typhoon was a government land survey marker set by the small 
town of Hidaka (population 7200) in the prefecture of Wakayama.





The survey marker began its long 8000 km journey 
traveling down an irrigation canal



The marker continued as it floated out into the bay



And then began its long lonely journey across the Pacific



Through calm waters and violent storms



Navigating the San Juan Islands



Until reaching the dock alongside the Deer Harbor Charters office 
on Orcas Island



and was found by Charter Boat Captain Tom Averna



Kengo and John met Tom and the little plastic survey marker 
that started this incredible story



Kengo presented Tom with a special replica of the survey marker 
and brought the original marker back to Japan – so the little marker 
actually travelled a total of 16 000 km (10 000 miles)!  ☺



Hidaka Town, Wakayama, Japan



Hikada Town Mayor, the late Mr. Naka 
and Land Surveyor



The story timeline



And the little marker 
that started it all
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